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. His last years have been spent living by itself in an assisted living service.. His recollections and
interactions with others are heartfelt .Ralph James is ninety-two. Sign up for Ralph on a day in his life at
Sunny Meadows.AND, his thoughts of a life with his beloved, Jane remind us that the "Golden Years"
can be filled with both love and pain.
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Great novel reflecting the circle of lifestyle ! so the struggles of an maturing father certainly offered my
soul even more food for reflection after reading this novel. So far as that is normally concerned it really is
equally reflective for anyone thinking of their own dad.Take a moment and read several web pages from
the "Look Inside" feature on this Amazon site.This novel clearly shows the diversity of Rick Stein's
writing talent. . It is so super easy for just about any dad to relate with the story of Ralph James, the
primary character in this tale.Rick Stein did a masterful job of getting Ralph's physical, emotional and
spiritual struggles to light. You will certainly enjoy this book which may be read in simply a few sittings. .
I am anxious to see what subject this author approaches in his next novel. My dad lived to age 102. I
assure that you will love this book!
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